
Postgraduate and Mature Students’ Committee
Meeting – 14.01.2022

Attendance: JS (PGM President), AW (President), KM (VP), JWa (PGM VP),
JC (Treasurer)

Apologies: FR (Mature Students’ Rep),  RD (Postgraduate Rep)

Location: Zoom

Last Term

JS: Do we have any thoughts about last term

JC: The event we did was good and people enjoyed it, we left it late last time so good to meet
now. I didn't make it to the academic events but people who have gone enjoyed it

JS: Did you get the vibe people wanted more of those kind of events?

JC: Yeah and I think a couple of events a term would be good

JS: It is the first time the committee, while I've been in the role, to hold an event like that so
the fact people liked it I'm really happy

Events

JS: We don't have a social chair or academic rep and it would be good to maybe do another
round of applications. AW do you know if possible to do the pg murder mystery formal?

AW: I have never been to a pg formal so I don't know what it looks like, but if these
restrictions are lifted which I think they will be I don't see why not. The 2nd of March is the
date college have down for it

JS: Conscious of the fact that 12 south theatre is currently in a bit of an odd place so we may
not be able to rely on them for organisational support so if people are keen to be involved let
me know. We will get details sorted well in advance, maybe through application. Last term
academic events didn't go to plan as the SCR were hesitant to have people to speak at events
before them being invited to college for drinks which meant we were more reliant on students
but the fellows lecture went well. I have a meeting with TW (Principal) next week to discuss
plans for the next year. If we can't get an academic rep one of my priorities will be making
sure that they happen. In terms of the academic events is there anything you would like to see
this term or anything that has worked well before?
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JWa: I think some kind of an event tailored to final year undergrads with masters and PhD
students to talk them through the application process and all the details? It has worked well
before, turnout can vary but it would be useful from us as a committee

JS: That is a really good idea, there is a significant decrease in conversations with the SU so
we can’t collaborate with them as much as last year. Anything else?

AW: Not a suggestion, I like the ‘to pg or not to pg’ - I would go, masters applications are in
but I would like someone to talk to about PhDs

JS: We'll do it in your flat then x

AW: Come and we’ll have drinks xx

JS: MM (SCR President) and TW  are keen to get people back in college for events so will
suggest a reintroduction to college with either a meal or cheese and wine. We have a rough
schedule of dates for academic events, just need to confirm with TW. If you have any
preference for academic events drop me a message

AW: There was an event at some point where undergrads could talk about their diss with pgs
- did it work?

JC: Hit and miss

JS: I know the master's prospective diss talk was also like that, a bit hit and miss. With social
events, if we get a rough idea of what events we would like to see for the term we can space
them out appropriately, especially with the big formal in March

JC: I think a brooks night would be good and potentially order food like we have done in the
past, light organisation and works well

JWa: We have linked them to quizzes before as well

JS: I have not spoken to EMe yet but the quiz last year worked. I will talk to international
comm

AW: The plan with quizzes we were thinking about every other week in brooks bar and then
go games night on alternating weeks. The idea with quizzes is that you can book one out with
TM (Bar Steward) and she can book it off

JS: I will get in touch with TM and if we book in an early slot for a pub quiz and then book
one in later in the term for board games? Those events cater to a range of crowds and are easy
to organise. I know previous social chairs did cafe crawls and they were cute, just doing
things that don't require people to be on site would be easy to organise and gives a change of
scene from the bar - we can do that maybe mid term

JC: I think a coffee shop social would be good, the thing to be careful would be the time
people are available the coffee shops would be busy

JS: I think before they did late morning, was a relaxed event that people appreciated so that
can be done
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Social and Academic Rep

JS: If it is looking very unlikely that I won't be able to elect an academic and social rep -do
you think it is best to designate people on the committee in one of those areas and then we all
know who is responsible for what?

JC: Yep

JWa: Yep

JS: Preferences?

JC: I am happy to take on social stuff

JWa: I am happy to take on academic stuff

JS: I will do things as much as possible and I'm sure RD and FR will be keen to help but if
we just know who can do what it will help us get things done this term
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